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Observation of soft phonon mode in TbFe3(BO3)4 by inelastic neutron scattering
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The phonon dispersion in terbium iron borate TbFe3(BO3)4 has been measured by inelastic neutron scattering
in a temperature range 180 < T < 350 K through the displacive structural transition at TS = 192.5 K and studied
by ab initio calculations. Significant, but not complete, softening of the transverse acoustic (TA) branch has been
observed at the corner of the Brillouin zone (� point) at temperatures T � TS, in full agreement with theoretical
calculations. The TA soft mode undergoes considerable broadening at the � point near the transition temperature
that can be attributed to the anharmonic interference between transverse acoustic and optical modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth-metal iron borates RFe3(BO3)4 (where R is
a rare-earth metal or yttrium) with the hantite structure [1]
have attracted considerable attention because of a number of
intriguing nonliner optical [2] and magnetic phenomena, like
multiferroic properties [3] with giant magnetoelectric effect
[4–6] and a spin-reorientation transition [7]. The magnetic
properties are the result of interacting magnetic subsystems
of iron and rare-earth-metal ions and strongly depend on
the structural features. The high-temperature crystal structure
of RFe3(BO3)4 has the trigonal noncentrosymmetric space
group R32 and features helicoidal chains of distorted FeO6

octahedra with threefold symmetry; see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The
FeO6 octahedra are interconnected by RO6 prisms and BO3

groups. In the compounds with R = Eu–Er and Y, a structural
displacive phase transition R32 → P 3121 has been observed
on cooling. The transition temperature TS varies in a wide
range, from 88 to 450 K, depending on the rare-earth metal
[8,9]. In the crystals with R = La–Sm, the structural transition
was not experimentally observed. At the displacive structural
transition, the rotational symmetry remains invariable, whereas
the translation symmetry is broken, and the primitive unit
cell volume increases threefold. It should be noted that the
local environment of the rare-earth-metal ion changes (point
group 32 in the R32 phase and point group 2 in the P 3121
phase). Thus, the crystal electric fields (CEF) acting on a
rare-earth-metal ion in the R32 and P 3121 phases are expected
to be different. This leads to a difference in the low-temperature
magnetic, magnetoelastic, and magnetoelectric properties of
the compounds with and without displacive phase transition.
Therefore, it is important to study the details of this phase tran-
sition in order to get a complete picture of the phenomena that
take place in the family of rare-earth-metal ferroborate crystals.

*Corresponding author: podlesnyakaa@ornl.gov

The structure of the low-temperature phase was first deter-
mined in the GdFe3(BO3)4 system [9]. The lattice dynamics
at the center of the Brillouin zone of several RFe3(BO3)4

compounds undergoing the phase transition R32 → P 3121
was studied by Raman and infrared reflection (IR) spec-
troscopy [9–11]. Significant variations of IR spectra across
the phase transition and a soft-mode recovery at low frequen-
cies (h̄ω < 6–7 meV) below TS from Raman spectra were
observed. Complete information about the phonon spectra
can be obtained using the inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
technique. We should note that displacive structural transitions
have been studied over decades in numerous compounds by
INS, e.g., ferroelectric perovskites [12], Jahn-Teller systems
[13,14], and compounds exhibiting martensitic transitions
[15,16] (see also a comprehensive review [17]). However, to
our knowledge, no INS studies have been performed so far
on the lattice dynamics in iron borates. There is the only
INS reference regarding the low-temperature spin dynamics
of NdFe3(BO3)4 [3]. Therefore, the lattice dynamics involv-
ing the soft phonon mode and the related displacive struc-
tural transition in RFe3(BO3)4 remain largely unexplored to
date.

Previously, we calculated the phonon spectrum of the
HoFe3(BO3)4 system in the high-temperature phase with the
R32 space group [18]. We found an anomaly in the behavior
of the transverse acoustic (TA) phonon, specifically, a dip
near the � point of the Brillouin zone (see Table I in the
appendix) atypical of acoustic branches. We demonstrated that
the distortion of the R32 phase of holmium ferroborate by
the eigenvector of this mode yields the space group P 3121
with three formula units, which corresponds to the structure
observed experimentally below the temperature of the phase
transition in this crystal.

In this work, we use INS measurements in combination
with first-principles calculations to study the acoustic phonon
dispersion in TbFe3(BO3)4 through the R32 → P 3121 phase
transition. We show that the TA phonon softens toward
zero frequency at the � point around TS with decreasing
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FIG. 1. Top: Schematic crystal structure of TbFe3(BO3)4. (a) The
helicoidal chains of edge-sharing FeO6 octahedra with threefold
symmetry. Tb and B atoms are omitted for clarity. (b) The FeO6

octahedra interconnected by two kinds of BO3 triangles (green)
and RO6 distorted prisms (violet). Bottom: (c) Brillouin zone with
symmetry points and axes of the trigonal R32 symmetry group.

temperature. This soft-mode behavior is also well reproduced
by our first-principles calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A TbFe3(11BO3)4 single crystal with a mass of 3 g was
grown from flux; a more detailed description of the synthesis
can be found elsewhere [19]. The sample was prepared with
11B enriched to 99% to minimize the strong neutron absorption
of natural boron.

Studies of the temperature dependence of the specific heat
C(T ) were carried out on a ∼5 mg crystal using a relaxation
technique on a PPMS-6000 (Quantum Design). To increase the
accuracy, the measurements were carried out in two steps. At
the first step, the contribution of the applied thermoglue was
measured, and in the second step the sample was added. The
heat capacity of the sample was calculated from the obtained
data.

The single-crystal INS measurements were performed at the
Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (CNCS) [20,21] at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. The TbFe3(BO3)4 single crystal
was oriented in the (H0L) scattering plane (throughout the
paper, hexagonal lattice settings are being used). The data were
collected using a fixed incident neutron energy of 12.0 meV in
“high flux” (coarse resolution) mode. In this configuration,
an energy resolution of �0 = 0.38(1) meV full width half
maximum (FWHM) was obtained for elastic scattering. The
data were recorded while rotating the sample in 2◦ steps,
over a wide range of angles, at temperatures T = 350, 250,
198, and 180 K. Additional measurements were performed
with vanadium to allow the correction of the raw data for
detector efficiency using standard procedures. To quantify

the background signal from the sample environment, the INS
spectra from the empty sample holder were also measured at
the same temperatures. The data were combined to generate
the four-dimensional scattering function, S(Q,h̄ω), where Q
is the momentum transfer, using standard software [22]. The
HORACE software package [23] was used for data analysis and
visualization.

Lattice dynamics calculations were carried out using the
projector-augmented wave (PAW) method [24] within density
functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the VASP code
[25]. We used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
functional with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametriza-
tion [26]. Electronic configurations were chosen as follows:
Tb, 5p65d16s2; Fe, 3d74s1; B, 2s22p1; and O, 2s22p4. Tb 4f

electrons were assumed as frozen in the core. The plane-wave
cutoff was set at 600 eV. The size of the k-point mesh for
Brillouin zone, based on the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [27],
was 7 × 7 × 7. The GGA+U calculations within Dudarev’s
approach [28] were performed by applying a Hubbard-like
potential for Fe d states. The phonons were calculated by
constructing a supercell (2 × 2 × 2) and calculating the force
constants using the small displacement method implemented
in PHONOPY [29].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At high temperatures, TbFe3(BO3)4 adopts a trigonal struc-
ture that is described with the R32 space group. The unit cell
contains three formula units, and the room-temperature lattice
constants are a = 9.552(1) Å and c = 7.574(1) Å (hexagonal).
The primitive cell is a rhombohedron with the lattice constant
ar = 6.065(1) Å and α = 103.9(1)◦. In the case of α > 90◦,
the Brillouin zone is a dodecahedron, depicted in Fig. 1(c).
The coordinates of the critical points and conversion matrix
from rhombohedral (hR) to hexagonal (hP) crystal axes are
presented in the Appendix.

Phonon band structure calculations give a reliable criterion
to check for the structure stability and for unstable phonon
modes (modes with an imaginary frequency). Figure 2 rep-
resents the calculated phonon spectrum along high-symmetry
directions in the Brillouin zone and partial density of states of
the constituent elements in the high-temperature R32 phase.
In borate oxides, two types of B-O coordination polyhedra
are commonly present, planar triangular BO3 and/or BO4

tetrahedra. As indicated in Fig. 1(b), the crystal structure of
TbFe3(BO3)4 is characterized by two BO3 groups: equilateral
BO3 and isosceles BO3 (see Ref. [9] for details). The highest
vibrational frequency (∼150 meV) originates primarily from
vibrations of boron ions in the ab plane, i.e., in the triangular
plane along the B-O bonds. The phonons observed around
∼120 meV correspond to oxygen vibrations in the ab plane,
including branches associated with the breathing modes at the
center of the Brillouin zone. The energy band between 70 and
90 meV arises from out-of-plane vibrations of oxygen and
boron ions. The low-frequency part of the spectrum (<20 meV)
is dominated by Tb ion vibrations.

Unstable transverse acoustic (TA) modes were found in the
vicinity of the � and �1 points. The distortion of the R32
crystal structure along the eigenvector of the unstable mode
at the � (or �1) point leads to a phase with a space group
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FIG. 2. Theoretically calculated phonon spectrum along high-
symmetry directions of the first Brillouin zone of TbFe3(BO3)4 in
the R32 structure (the �1 point is between P1 and Q1). Imaginary
frequencies of the unstable modes are shown in the real negative
frequency range. The acoustic branches are marked in red. The right
side of the figure shows the partial phonon density of states of the
constituent elements: terbium, yellow; iron, blue; oxygen, green;
boron, pink.

symmetry P 3121. This agrees well with the group-theoretical
analysis [40], which concludes that the R32 → P 3121 phase
transition involves a distortion which has the symmetry of the
two-dimensional representation �3 and is associated with one
of its components (�3 contains two vectors, k1 = 1/3(−2b1 +
b2 + b3) and k2 = 1/3(2b1 − b2 − b3) [30]). In TbFe3(BO3)4

with natural boron isotope the structural phase transition takes
place at TS = 192 K [19]. This is in good agreement with
our estimation of TS taken from the DFT calculations. The
full energy gain achieved by the ion displacements along the
eigenvector of the soft mode is about 15 meV, that is, 174 K.

We determine the transition temperature TS for the sample
enriched with 11B experimentally from the temperature depen-
dence of the specific heat Cp(T ), as shown in Fig. 3. On cooling
the anomaly at TS = 192.5 K corresponds to the structural
phase transition, in agreement with the data for TbFe3(BO3)4

with natural boron [19]. The low-temperature anomaly is

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of
TbFe3(BO3)4. The arrows show the antiferromagneticTN = 37.4(1) K
and structural TS = 192.5(1) K transition temperatures.

FIG. 4. Reciprocal (H0L) map of TbFe3(BO3)4 measured on
CNCS at T = 180 K (a) and 350 K (b). Data are elastic scattering only,
integrated over the energy transfer range ±0.5 meV. The dotted lines
represent the intersection of the Brillouin zone with the K = 0 plane
for the high-temperature structure. The inset shows the symmetry
points of the Brillouin zone with the R32 structure. Axis values are
in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.). Note that not all weak reflections are
clear visible due to instrumental constraints.

associated with the magnetic phase transition [3,31], which
is outside the scope of the present article.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the neutron-diffraction
intensity maps in the (H0L) scattering plane at temperatures
above and below the structural transition. At T = 180 K, a
series of additional structural reflections appears, confirming a
phase transition to a less symmetric space group. All additional
structural peaks can be indexed using the space group P 3121,
in full agreement with previous studies [9,19].

We concentrated our INS study on the temperature depen-
dence of the lowest TA phonon branch, which according to the
DFT calculations has a significant anomaly in the vicinity of the
� point. In order to compare the INS spectra taken at different
temperatures, we transformed the structure factor S(Q,h̄ω) to
the imaginary dynamical susceptibility [32]

χ ′′(Q,h̄ω) = S(Q,h̄ω)

n(h̄ω) + 1
= S(Q,h̄ω)(1 − e−h̄ω/kBT ), (1)

where n(h̄ω) is the Bose factor and kB is the Boltzman constant.
Figure 5 shows the dispersion of the acoustic branches in

the � → � direction of the Brillouin zone at temperatures
T = 350, 250, 198, and 180 K. As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), the
lowest-frequency TA phonon dispersion exhibits a pronounced
dip at the � point already at T = 350 K, the highest tempera-
ture that was measured. At T = 250 K, the observed spectrum
does not reveal noticeable changes. The lowest-frequency
mode shifts down by 0.8 meV and remains well shaped. The
phonon line is softened and broadened progressively when the
temperature is lowered to T = 198 K. The intensity of the TA
phonon mode is distributed down toward zero energy transfer.
The details of the energy broadening of the soft inelastic peak
are best illustrated by cuts at constant Q = � as shown in
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FIG. 5. Color maps of the inelastic neutron scattering spectra measured in TbFe3(11BO3)4 single crystal at T = 350 (a), 250 (b), 198
(c) and 180 K (d), showing the acoustic phonon dispersion along the � → � direction, where lower and higher energy branches are assigned
to two transverse acoustic (TA) and longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes, respectively. The integration depth along the K and L directions is
±0.1 r.l.u.

Fig. 6(a). We fit the obtained spectra at different temperatures
to phonon modes modeled as a damped harmonic oscillator,

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. (a) INS spectra of the soft phonon mode at the �

point at different temperatures, obtained by integration in a q range
H,K,L < 0.1 r.l.u. The solid curves are fits to the data by a damped
harmonic oscillator model (2). The elastic line was fitted by a Gaussian
function. (b) Comparison between experimentally observed (green,
350 K; blue, 250 K; black, 198 K) and calculated (red line) TA
phonon dispersion along the � → � crystal orientation, at different
temperatures.

whose intensity is [32,33]

I (ω) ∝ 1

ωq

[
�q[

(ω − ωq)2 + �2
q

] − �q

(ω + ωq)2 + �2
q

]
, (2)

where �q is the damping constant and q is the reduced wave
vector. The full lines in Fig. 6(a) correspond to fits to Eq. (2).
We did not use a convolution with the instrumental resolution
function since the CNCS resolution �0 is much smaller than
the obtained �q values.

Three significant effects are seen in the vicinity of the
structural transition at T � TS. (i) The soft-mode frequency re-
mains finite; that is, the TA branch does not soften completely.
(ii) Elastic scattering (central peak) develops as T → TS [16].
It is due to local clusters of the new low-temperature phase
which form at temperatures above TS. As one can see in
Figs. 5 and 6(a), the elastic intensity drastically increases
as the transition temperature TS is approached. At the same
time, the width of the elastic line decreases with temperature
decreasing. A Gaussian fit of the peak yields a FWHM values
of 2.20(5), 1.71(5), and 1.29(3) meV for the temperatures
350, 250, and 198 K, respectively. Finally, at temperatures
below TS the � point becomes a new Bragg position of the
P 3121 structure [see Fig. 5(d)]. The acoustic phonons of the
low-temperature phase were not clearly resolved, apparently
due to low intensity. Note that the original soft-mode theory
[34] explains neither (i) nor (ii). According to that model, the
lattice displaces spontaneously at TS due to an unstable phonon
with an effective frequency ω2

S = (T − TS) → 0 as T → TS.
Although this was observed experimentally, at least in some
certain materials [35], the standard soft-mode model is not
applicable to our case. The central peak anomaly was explained
in the Landau-type phenomenological theory developed by
Krumhansl and Gooding [36]. These authors showed that
low-frequency phonon modes do not necessarily need to soften
completely in order to drive the structural transition. Their main
idea is that if the phonon mode is not completely softened at
TS, a first-order phase transition takes place and the instability
itself is not dynamic but thermodynamic. Namely, the free
energy for a single-component order parameter η can be
written in the form F = (A/2)η2 + (B/3)η3 + (C/4)η4. If B

is negative, and both A and C are positive, free energy F can
develop minima not only at η = 0, but also at some finite η1.
When F (η = 0) = F (η1) a first-order phase transition takes
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place with discontinuous jump in η. Thus, in both phases, the
curvature of F is upward and finite, implying that the mode
frequencies in either phase are nonzero and that both lattices
are dynamically stable. Along this line, many other researchers
studied experimentally and theoretically this concept in con-
nection with the soft-mode transformation mechanism (see, for
instance, [16,37,38] and references therein).

(iii) The TA phonon mode undergoes considerable broaden-
ing in the vicinity of the � point near the transition temperature.
A damping � = 2h̄/τ reflects an inverse relaxation time, and
overdamping occurs in the case of h̄ω < �. At T = 350 K, the
phonon peak is well shaped and not overdamped [see Fig. 6(a)].
The values of energy h̄ω and the �� of the TA mode, obtained
by fitting to Eq. (2), are 5.09(5) and 1.0(1) meV, respectively.
At T = 250 K, the corresponding values are �� = 2.2(1) and
h̄ω = 4.25(6) meV. As the temperature approaches TS, the
soft phonon mode becomes overdamped, with ��(198K) =
3.9(1) and h̄ω = 3.1(1) meV. A damping can be attributed to
the interaction (anharmonic interference) between transverse
acoustic and transverse optical (TO) modes [39]. Only three
symmetry types of the vibrations are possible at the boundary
point � of the Brillouin zone in the R32 phase of TbFe3(BO3)4

(see, e.g., Ref. [40]), and all three acoustic modes at this
point have different symmetries. Therefore, if there is an
unstable optical mode close to the acoustic ones, then its
symmetry will necessarily coincide with the symmetry of the
vibration of one of the acoustic modes at this point. When
the temperature is lowered, the frequency of the soft optical
mode gradually decreases. The TO and TA modes of the same
symmetry cannot cross each other, implying the anharmonic
interaction between two modes. Note that we were not able to
unambiguously determine the dispersion curves corresponding
to the low-energy optical branches even though a clear increase
of the inelastic intensity at the high-energy side, h̄ω > 8 meV,
in the vicinity of the structural transition T = 198 K could be
due to softening of the TO modes; see Fig. 6(a). This question
remains open for further studies.

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, the lattice dynamics in a TbFe3(BO3)4 crystal
has been studied by inelastic neutron scattering and first-
principles calculations. The existence of a predicted soft
TA mode with an energy minimum at the � point in the
Brillouin zone, at the critical temperature, was experimentally
confirmed. We find a significant energy broadening of the TA
mode, which highlights the important role of anharmonicity
effects for the displacive phase transition. Further INS mea-
surements could clarify the role of unstable optical modes in
the displacive phase transition of rare-earth-metal iron borates.

TABLE I. Symmetry k points of rhombohedral lattice [41].

×b1 ×b2 ×b3 ×b1 ×b2 ×b3

0 0 0 � ν ν − 1 ν − 1 P1

1/2 −1/2 0 F η η η Q

1/2 0 0 L 1 − η −η −η Q1

1−ν −ν 1 − ν P 1/2 −1/2 1/2 Z

1/3 −2/3 1/3 � 2/3 −1/3 −1/3 �1

η = 1/[2 tan2(α/2)] ≈ 0.306 ν = 3/4 − η/2 ≈ 0.597
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APPENDIX: THE COORDINATES OF HIGH-SYMMETRY
POINTS IN RHOMBOHEDRAL LATTICE

The shape of the Brillouin zone shown in Fig. 1(c) arises
in the case of a direct lattice with a primitive cell in the form
of a rhombohedron with an angle α > 90◦ (in the case of α <

90◦, the Brillouin zone takes a completely different form). The
coordinates of the critical points are presented in Table I.

The vectors of the reciprocal lattice b1, b2, and b3 pass
through the centers of the upper three faces (the boundary
point L and its symmetrically equivalent points), which are
rhombuses. The threefold rotation axis passes through the
center of the zone (at the � point) and the boundary point
Q. The three twofold rotation axes pass through the center
of the zone (at the � point) and through the centers of the
side faces (the boundary point F and its symmetrically or
translationally equivalent points), which are parallelograms.
The � point related to the structural phase transition is located
on the edge of the zone between the points Q and Z, and very
close to the point Q. The points � and �1 are turned into each
other by the twofold rotation axis.

Conversion between the rhombohedral (hR) and hexagonal
(hP) crystal systems can be done using the rotation matrix

hR

⎛
⎝−1 0 1

0 1 −1
−1 −1 −1

⎞
⎠ = hP .
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